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OVERVIEW Cardboard Sleeve LP Replica
Notes on cardboard sleeve LP replicas
Pink Floyd cardboard sleeve replica CDs are official
releases meant for the collectors. Most of them were
manufactured in Japan by the Toshiba and Sony labels
with outstanding attention to the details. LP replicas are
very often exact duplications of the first pressing of the 12"
LPs and everything that was present in each original LP
has been included and replicated such as gatefold
sleeves, booklets, posters, stickers etc.

Content of Japanese mini LP replica

Issued in Europe:
25th anniversary edition of Wish You Were Here
The box Oh By The Way with:
The Piper at the Gates Of Dawn
A Saucerful of Secrets
More
Ummagumma
Atom Heart Mother
Meddle
Obscured by Clouds
The Dark Side of the Moon
Wish You Were Here
Animals
The Wall
The Final Cut
A Momentary Lapse of Reason
The Division Bell
All other LP replica issues on the market are not official.
Their origins are basically Russian, but Asian issues are
known as well. Sometimes as CD-only issues but also as
CD+DVD releases. The quality of the Russian and Asian
counterfeits doesn’t reach the quality of the Japanese
issues. Russian artworks are comparing to the Japanese
sleeves a little bit blurred, and have some differences in
contrast and colours on artwork.

Content of the European edition

The 25th anniversary edition of Wish You Were Here and the
box Oh By The Way with 14 Pink Floyd studio albums were
also made and independently released in Europe. These
editions are in most details comparable with the Japanese
issues but neither the additional inserts such as copies of
the vinyl labels nor the additional paper sheets with the
lyrics are included and the CD labels are different.
Issued in Japan:
Pink Floyd:

Syd Barrett:
Roger Waters:

The Piper at the Gates Of Dawn
A Saucerful of Secrets
More
Ummagumma
Atom Heart Mother
Relics
Meddle
Obscured by Clouds
The Dark Side of the Moon
Wish You Were Here
Animals
The Wall
A Collection of Great Dance Songs
The Final Cut
A Momentary Lapse of Reason
Delicate Sound of Thunder
The Division Bell
Pulse
The Madcap Laughs
The Pros and Cons of Hitch Hiking
Radio K.A.O.S.
Amused to Death

Examples of Russian counterfeits of LP replicas (with Russian obis)

Japan
Japanese LP replicas are usually 13,5cm by 13,5cm. The
thickness depends on the type of cover. A single non
gatefold cover such as More or Relics is quite thin, whereas
covers with a large number of inserts like Radio KAOS or
Amused to Death, and gatefold covers like Atom Heart Mother
and double CD sleeves like Ummagumma or The Wall are
thicker. The replica of Pulse is thicker than the original vinyl
issue with 4 LPs.
Like all other Japanese issues, the LP replicas were also
issued with an obi - a piece of paper that wraps the artwork
from left to back, containing the information about the
name of the artist, record / song's titles, price in Yen and
other information printed in Japanese.
On the right side of each Japanese issue in this Overview,
you can see the pictures of regular and in some cases of
additional obis. These additional obis, different from the
regular obis are replicas of LP obis, have a form of a paper
ring and are slipped onto the cardboard sleeves. The
additional obi for Animals is a gimmick from the Japanese
rock magazine “Super Guitarist”. All other additional obis
were made by the Japanese record store “Disk Union” as
publicity stunt. All issues with an additional obi have got
the regular obi strip as well.
Two LP replicas were issued without obi: Wish You Were
Here and Pulse. Instead of obi one can find Japanese
stickers with the same information as on the regular obi.
All Pink Floyd cardboard issues have some additional
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inserts. They are for example folded sheets with English
and Japanese lyrics and information about the band,
copies of original vinyl labels, reprints of included posters
and stickers, replicas of printed inner bags with original
artwork and postcards. See individual descriptions for the
details of content of each issue in the Overview.
The discs are stored in additional plastic bags (Toshiba
issues) or special cloth sleeves (Sony). The complete
issues (cover, CD, inserts) are sold in clear, resealable
plastic bags. The Wish You Were Here was issued in a black
resealable “shrinkwrap” replica.
All CDs from the LP replica issues have art labels. On
Toshiba issues the cover artwork was used for labelling
the CDs (except: Wish You Were Here, The Final Cut and The
Madcap Laughs). Sony labels looks like the original vinyl
labels.
The first cardboard sleeve replicas of the original LP
comes from Toshiba. All Pink Floyd albums from The Piper
at the Gates of Dawn to The Final Cut and Syd Barrett’s The
Madcap Laughs were released between 2000 and 2004 on
Toshiba. The issue of the Wish You Were Here as LP replica
was originally planned for a release in 1995 on SRCS (with
the catalogue number SRCS 7913) but shelved. Toshiba
released this album in 2000.
In May 2005 Sony did also start the series of cardboard
sleeve replicas which were not covered by the Toshiba
issues. Sony released the Pink Floyd albums from A
Momentary Lapse of Reason to Pulse and Roger Waters’ The
Pros and Cons of Hitch Hiking, Radio K.A.O.S. and Amused to
Death.
Not every Pink Floyd albums and albums from the band
members have been issued in Japan as mini LPs yet. The
following albums are issued on vinyl but not issued as LP
replica:
Pink Floyd:

Tonite, Lets All Make Love in London
A Nice Pair
Best of Pink Floyd / Masters of Rock
Works
Echoes

Syd Barrett:

Barrett
Opel
Syd Barrett

Roger Waters:

Music from the Body

No Japanese LP-replicas are known to exist from the solo
efforts of David Gilmour, Nick Mason and Richard Wright
or any of the samplers. The compilation Picnic was given a
catalogue number (EMI/Toshiba TOCP-65784) but hasn’t
been published.
All Japanese cardboard sleeve replicas are very desirable
and have reached high prices on the market. In order to
achieve the high prices it is essential that the item is
complete with all inserts and obi.
Some of the LP replicas from Toshiba-EMI CDs do not
have TOCP numbers within the matrix. EMI did not make
their own glass masters for the albums which they took
over from Sony. Instead they used the glass master from
Europe, but the stamping of the CDs took place in Japan.
It were also known some issues with the US matrix
numbers, for example on Animals CD.
It is also worth mentioning that many Japanese LP-replicas
exist as "samples". The only difference is a small sticker
on the back of the CD sleeve and the printed legend
"sample" on the inner ring of the CD, close to the centre
hole.
This discography lists all known officially Japanese LP
replicas. But you can also find many cardboard boxes on
the market, and only some boxed issues are listed here.
Even though such issues are impressive, they are not
officially released.
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Some of the non-official cardboard boxes for Japanese LP replica

Non- official box for Roger Waters Japanese LP replicas.

There are several fakes and counterfeits of Japanese Pink
Floyd mini LP replicas circulating in the market. They are
mainly being distributed through the online shops.
As there are often obvious differences in the covers and
inserts, it's normally possible to observe these differences
when the genuine one and the faked one are placed side
by side. Consulting this discography helps in many cases:
All official Japanese versions are listed in here.

Example of counterfeited Radio K.A.O.S. LP replica.
Silver sticker and the price on obi in this counterfeit are missing, inner
sleeve has rounded corners. Compared to the Japanese original, the label
design and the design of the vinyl label replica are slightly different.

In February 2008 the European Oh By The Way box was
also issued in Japan with two additional Japanese stickers
pasted on front and bottom of the box and with an
additional Japanese b/w booklet.
Europe
Like the Japanese issues, European LP replicas are
usually 13,5cm by 13,5cm. The thickness depends on the
type of cover. A single non gatefold cover is quite thin,
whereas gatefolds and double CD sleeves are thicker.
With exception of the Wish You Were Here the CDs were not
issued in the resealable plastic bags. The original LP
covers used for the reproduction were slightly different
from the Japanese releases.
The first European LP replica was the 25th anniversary
edition of the Wish You Were Here issued by EMI in 2000.
This edition in a black resealable “shrinkwrap” replica, is in
many ways comparable with the Japanese issue of this
album but the poster and the additional fold out insert are
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not included and the CD label is slightly different.
In 2007 EMI issued a cardboard box set contains all 14
studio albums by the band in mini vinyl wallets. In addition
to the albums the set includes a special 40th anniversary
Storm Thorgerson designed poster featuring 40 Floyd
images and two cardboard coasters with the cover art.
The discs from the box are housed in additional rounded
dust protecting sleeves. Some issues (Wish You Were Here,
Animals, The Wall, A Momentary Lapse of Reason and The
Division Bell) have also picture inner sleeves. Only The
Dark Side of the Moon and Wish You Were Here have
additional inserts - see individual descriptions for the
details of content of each issue.
During the production of the box some mistakes were
made:
− Freak-printed inner sleeve for disc 2 on The Wall.
Same songs have been printed on both sides (as side
3), and the songs are printed in partly erroneous
order. Hey You is printed on top left on the original LP
inner sleeve, but in the box-set it is printed at bottom
right (the same error was made on some German and
US vinyl issues).
EMI was brought to attention very quickly on the
misprinted inner sleeves for The Wall and established
an email address where one could have it replaced
by mailing one’s name and address.
− Postcard in Wish You Were Here has got the catalogue
number for the Japanese mini-LP issue (TOCP65549).
− In some boxes the Ummagumma has wrongly labelled
discs by swapping the labels between the two discs.
− Some More and A Saucerful of Secrets have not an
overall glossy surface. Probably occured through the
manufacturing process.
− Missing inner sleeve for A Momentary Lapse of Reason
in some boxes.

Chinese characters inside the outer box

This counterfeit was sold with a French sticker only, the
European sticker was entirely missing. The matrix
numbers have been imitated very well and the matrix-fake
also contained ifpi codes.

Box front with French sticker (left) and example of a matrix-fake (right).

Moreover, there are reports about missing albums in some
boxes (The Piper at the Gates of Dawn, Dark Side of the Moon
or Wish You Were Here) and about two copies of the same
album in a box (A Saucerful of Secrets or The Dark Side of the
Moon).
Compare to the other CDs in the box, very thin cardboard
was used for the sleeve of Obscured by Clouds, it is
uncertain whether this is deliberately or not.
The replicated labels seem to have been chosen randomly
and without any explicit policy. Some are familiar labels
and others are rarely seen, e.g. The Piper at the Gates of
Dawn has got a label stating “Made in Gt. Britain” but are
provided with BIEM NCB which means that it is made for
Scandinavia whilst the cover has the number for the mono
issue.
Oddly, but not a mistake, the discs are apparently made by
using glass masters from four different plants: EMI Uden
(Holland), unknown (only the matrix-numbers are visible),
Mediamotion and EMI Swindon (the latter one was closed
in 2002). It is unknown where the discs were actually
pressed.
However, the quality of the European issues is comparable
with the Japanese editions.
Just a short time after the official release of the box one
could find counterfeits of the official version on the Asian
market. From the outside they were rather hard to
recognize, as the only difference was a slightly lower
printing quality. Once opened it was obvious it was a fake
if one could find:
−
−
−
−
−

Chinese characters inside the outer box
Missing resealable bag on Wish You Were Here issue
Covers not properly folded
Printing quality on covers differs from the original
Bad printing quality of the CD labels
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OVERVIEW Japanese Cardboard Sleeve LP Replica
The Piper at the Gates of Dawn

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65731 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791695 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 30.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issues with different additional obis (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, glossy non gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi,
additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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A Saucerful of Secrets

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65732 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791701 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 30.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, glossy non gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi,
additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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More

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65733 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791718 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 16.06.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, glossy non gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi,
additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Ummagumma

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65734.35 (on spine and obi)
4 988006 791725 (barcode on obi)
TOCP-65734 (TOCP-65734) (on CD 1)
TOCP-65735 (TOCP-65735) (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 25.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issues with different additional obis (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold glossy cover, 2 CDs in rounded plastic bags, 4 page booklet, obi,
additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Atom Heart Mother

x
Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65736 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791732 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 25.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issues with different additional obis (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi, additional
Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Relics

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65737 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791749 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 16.06.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, textured non gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi,
additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Meddle

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65738 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791763 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 25.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issues with different additional obis (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet, obi, additional
Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Obscured by Clouds

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65739 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791787 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 30.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, non gatefold cover with rounded edges, CD in rounded plastic bag, 4 page booklet,
obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Dark Side of the Moon

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65740 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791800 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 16.06.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issues with different additional obis (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 2 reprints of original vinyl labels, 2 mini
posters, 2 stickers, 4 page booklet, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Wish You Were Here

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65549 (on obi sticker)
4 988006 785076 (barcode on obi sticker)
TOCP-65549 (on CD)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 13.09.2000
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue.

Issue with an additional sticker

Content: black resealable plastic bag (black shrinkwrap replica) with stickers on front and rear, non gatefold cover, CD in
rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve, mini poster, postcard, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese
lyrics.
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Animals

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65741 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791817 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 16.06.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (a gift of a Japanese rock magazine ‘Super Guitarist’)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve, 2 reprints of
original vinyl labels, 4 page booklet, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Wall

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65742.43 (on spine and obi)
4 988006 791824 (barcode on obi)
TOCP-65742 (on CD 1)
TOCP-65743 (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 16.06.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi (Disk Union)

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover, clear plastic title overlay, 2CDs in rounded plastic bags, 2 picture
inner sleeves, 4 reprints of original vinyl labels, 4 page booklet, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and
Japanese lyrics.
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A Collection of Great Dance Songs

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65744 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 791848 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 25.05.2001
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on artwork.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, non gatefold cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve, 2 reprints of
original vinyl labels, 4 page booklet, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Final Cut

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-67407 (on spine, obi and CD)
4 988006 821675 (barcode on obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 21.04.2004
Notes: 2004 remastered edition including "When the Tigers Broke Free" (not listed in the tracklist on rear). Issued in a mini LP
sleeve. No barcode on artwork.

Issue with an additional obi

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold cover with sticker on front, CD in rounded plastic bag, obi, additional
Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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A Momentary Lapse of Reason

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 685 (on spine and on silver sticker)
4 571191 051608 (barcode on rear cover and on obi)
MHCP 685 (on CD)
MHCP 685 B1 (on first poster)
MHCP 685 B2 (on second poster)
MHCP 685 / C (on additional sticker)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. This Sony mini LP replica was not re-released
together with the other Sony Pink Floyd and Roger Waters titles in 2008.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, gatefold cover, CD in rectangle cloth bag, picture inner
sleeve, 2 mini concert poster, sticker, 2 reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and
Japanese lyrics.
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Delicate Sound of Thunder

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 686-7 (on spine and on silver sticker)
4 571191 051615 (barcode on rear cover and obi)
MHCP 686 (on CD 1)
MHCP 687 (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, gatefold cover, 2 CDs in rectangle cloth bags, 2 picture
inner sleeves, 4 reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Division Bell

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 688 (on spine and on silver sticker)
4 571191 051622 (barcode on rear cover and obi)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release in 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, gatefold cover, CD in rectangle cloth bag, picture inner
sleeve, 2 reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Pulse

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 689-690
4 571191 051639 (barcode sticker on rear of the slipcase
MHCP 689 (on CD 1)
MHCP 690 (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release in 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent non resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, hardback slipcase with barcode sticker on rear, 52
page photo book, 2 CDs in rectangle cloth bags, 4 covers, 4 picture inner sleeves, 8 reprints of original vinyl labels, additional
28 page b/w booklet with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Madcap Laughs

Label: Toshiba-EMI Ltd.
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-65783 (on spine and obi)
4 988006 793910 (barcode on obi)
TOCP-65783 (SHVL 765) (on CD)
Country of origin: Japan
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. No barcode on rear cover.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag, gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, obi, additional Japanese fold out
insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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The Pros And Cons Of Hitch Hiking

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 691 (on spine and on silver sticker)
4 571191 051578 (barcode on rear cover and obi)
MHCP 691 (on CD)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release in 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, gatefold glossy cover, CD in rectangle cloth bag, 2
reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Radio K.A.O.S.

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 692 (on spine)
MHCP 692 A (on silver sticker)
4 571191 051585 (barcode on rear cover and obi)
MHCP 692 B (on poster)
MHCP 692 (on CD)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release in 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, non gatefold cover with rounded sticker on front, CD in
rectangle cloth bag, picture inner sleeve, roadmap poster, 2 reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out
insert with English and Japanese lyrics.
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Amused To Death

Label: Sony Music Direct (Japan)
Catalog numbers:
MHCP 693 (on spine and on front sticker)
MHCP 693 A (on silver sticker)
4 571191 051592 (barcode on rear cover)
MHCP 693 (on CD)
Country of origin: Japan
Release date: 18.05.2005 (second release in 2008)
Notes: Issued as replica of the vinyl issue. Barcode on obi and rear cover. The second release from 2008 is identical with the
first release from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obi and sticker are not changed either.

Content: transparent resealable plastic bag with silver sticker on front, non gatefold cover with rectangle sticker on front, CD in
rectangle cloth bag, 16 page booklet, 4 reprints of original vinyl labels, obi, additional Japanese fold out insert with English and
Japanese lyrics.
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Oh By The Way (European box)

Label: Toshiba / EMI
Catalog numbers:
TOCP-70444-70459 (on Japanese front and bottom sticker)
4 988006 860148 (on Japanese front sticker)
50999 511267 2 8 and CAT NO.511 2672 (on bottom of the slipcase)
Release date: February 2008 (Japan), December 2007 (Europe)
Country of origin: Box and CDs: EU, sticker and additional booklet: Japan
Notes: The European limited edition of the box with some Japanese add-ons. The cardboard
box set contains all 14 studio albums of the band. The albums are in mini vinyl wallets with all
original extras. In addition to the albums the set includes a specially designed 40th anniversary
Storm Thorgerson poster featuring 40 Floyd images and two cardboard coasters with the cover
art.
Issued in a cardboard slipcase with the European stickers on front and rear, additional Japanese sticker on front and an
additional Japanese b/w booklet (shown above as rear of the box) sealed together with the box outside of it. The European
barcode on bottom of the box is hidden under a Japanese white sticker with the Toshiba catalogue number. “Made in EU”
printed on bottom of the slipcase, on CD’s and on the Japanese front sticker.
For complete content description and further details see the description of the original European issue of this box.

Content: glossy box, slipcover with b/w obi sticker, 14 mini LP replicas of studio albums, 2 coasters, poster, additional
Japanese b/w booklet.
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The Division Bell Box (Disk Union)

Label: Disk Union / Sony
Catalog numbers:
none (on box)
none (barcode)
MHCP 686-7
Delicate Sound of Thunder
MHCP 688
The Division Bell
MHCP 689-690 Pulse
MHCP 691
The Pros And Cons Of Hitch Hiking
MHCP 692
Radio K.A.O.S.
MHCP 693
Amused To Death
Release date: 2008
Country of origin: Japan
Notes: This box is a semi-official production made by the Japanese record-store “Disk Union”. The box was sold with 3 Pink
Floyd and 3 Roger Waters mini LP replicas reissued by Sony in 2008. The CDs were sold as a box-set in a non-sealed box.
Disk Union is known as the producer of additional obis for the officially released Japanese mini LP replicas (for example for
most of the Pink Floyd mini LP replicas released by Toshiba). Both, the previously produced additional obis and this box were
sold in Japan officially, but only in Disk Union stores.
The A Momentary Lapse of Reason CD included in some of these boxes is probably the original release from 2005 - this album
was not re-released in 2008.
For complete albums content, description and further details see the description of the original Sony’s issues - the re-released
CDs from 2008 are identical with the first releases from 2005. The price information and the release dates printed on obis and
stickers are not changed either.

Content: box, slipcover, 3 mini LP replicas of Pink Floyd albums and 3 mini LP replicas of Roger Waters albums.
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OVERVIEW European Cardboard Sleeve LP Replica
Wish You Were Here

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers:
7 24352 90712 0 (barcode)
7243 5 29071 2 0 , UK: 529 0712, F: PM 520 (on sticker)
7243 5 29071 2 0 and LC 0542 (on CD)
Country of origin: EU
Release date: 01.01.2000
Notes: Issued in a Mini LP sleeve in a black resealable plastic bag. Includes an inner sleeve and a mini postcard. Also known
as 25th anniversary edition.

Content: black resealable plastic bag with stickers on front and barcode sticker on rear, cover, CD, picture inner sleeve, mini
postcard.
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Oh By The Way (box)

Bottom of the box.

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers:
50999 511267 2 8 and CAT NO.511 2672 (on bottom of the slipcase)
5 099951 126728 (barcode on bottom of the slipcase)
Release date: December 2007
Country of origin: EU
Notes: Cardboard box set contains all 14 studio albums of the band. The albums are in mini vinyl wallets with all original extras.
In addition to the albums the set includes a specially designed 40th anniversary Storm Thorgerson poster featuring 40 Floyd
images and two cardboard coasters with the cover art. Issued in a slipcase with stickers on front and rear. “Printed in the EU”
printed on bottom of the slipcase nearby the barcode. “Made in EU” printed on bottom of the slipcase and CD’s.

Content: glossy box, slipcover, 14 mini LP replicas of studio albums, 2 coasters, poster.
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Oh By The Way (box)
The Piper at the Gates of Dawn

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511225 2 2 (on spine)
none(on rear cover)
5099951122522 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SX 6157 (on rear cover)
SX 6157 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: non gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
A Saucerful of Secrets

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511082 2 9 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951108229 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SCX 6258 stereo (on rear cover)
SCX 6258 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: non gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
More

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511090 2 8 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951109028 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SCX 6346 (IE 062 04096) stereo (on rear cover)
SCX 6346 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: non gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
Ummagumma

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511092 2 6 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951109325 (5099951109226) and LC0542 (on CD 1)
5099951109424 (5099951109226) and LC0542 (on CD 2)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SHDW 1/2 (1E 054 04222) (1E 054 042223) stereo (on rear cover)
SHDW 1 (on CD 1)
SHDW 2 (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, 2CDs in rounded plastic bags.
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Oh By The Way (box)
Atom Heart Mother

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511101 2 3 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951110123 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
SHVL 781 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
Meddle

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511105 2 9 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951110529 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SHVL 795 (1E 064 04917) stereo (on rear cover)
SHVL 795 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold matt cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
Obscured by Clouds

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511089 2 2 (on spine)
none stereo (on rear cover)
5099951108922 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SHSP 4020 (1E 062 05054) stereo (on rear cover)
SHSP 4020 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a mini LP sleeve with rounded corner. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: thin matt non gatefold cover with rounded edges, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
The Dark Side of the Moon

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511226 2 1 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951122621 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SHVL 804 (1E 064 05249) stereo (on rear cover)
SHVL 804 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Also included two posters and two stickers. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, 2 mini posters, 2 stickers
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Oh By The Way (box)
Wish You Were Here

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511106 2 8 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951110628 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
SHVL 814 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a mini LP sleeve in a black resalable plastic bag. Includes an inner sleeve and a mini postcard. No barcode on
sleeve.

Content: black resealable plastic bag (black shrinkwrap replica) with sticker on front, glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag,
picture inner sleeve, mini postcard.
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Oh By The Way (box)
Animals

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511107 2 7 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951110727 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
SHVL 815 stereo 0C064 98 434 (on rear cover)
SHVL 815 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Includes an inner sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve.
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Oh By The Way (box)
The Wall

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511108 2 6 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951110925 (5099951110826) and LC0542 (on CD 1)
5099951111021 (5099951110826) and LC0542 (on CD 2)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
SHDW 412 and SHSP 4111 (on CD 1)
SHDW 411 and SHSP 4112 (on CD 2)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Includes two inner sleeves (inner sleeve from CD 2 misprinted). Sticker on front
cover. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover with sticker on front, 2 CDs in rounded plastic bags, 2 picture inner sleeves.
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Oh By The Way (box)
The Final Cut

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511111 2 0 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951111120 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
stereo shpf 1983 0C 064-65 042 tm 8303 gl (on rear cover)
stereo shpf 1983 (on CD)
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Includes When The Tigers Broke Free, the song is listed in the tracklist on rear
cover. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag.
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Oh By The Way (box)
A Momentary Lapse of Reason

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
none (on spine)
50999 511227 2 0 (on rear cover)
5099951122720 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
EMD1003, TCEMD1003, CDEMD1003 and 74 8068 1 (on rear cover)
EMD 1003 (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info (‘Printed in England’ on LP sleeve), CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Includes an inner sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve.
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Oh By The Way (box)
The Division Bell

Label: EMI
Catalog numbers from this CD:
50999 511112 2 9 (on spine)
none (on rear cover)
5099951111229 and LC0542 (on CD)
Catalog numbers from the original LP:
none (on spine)
none (on CD)
Country of origin: Box: EU, Artwork: no info, CD: EU
Release date: 10.12.2007 (as part of the Oh By The Way box)
Notes: Issued in a gatefold mini LP sleeve. Includes an inner sleeve. No barcode on sleeve.

Content: gatefold glossy cover, CD in rounded plastic bag, picture inner sleeve.
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